HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
HISTORY

11TH - C

* PROJECT WORK
1. Industrial revolution
* IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 1 -BEGINNING OF THE TIME
1. The development of the skull size and the jaw size. Where associated with the
tools makng of early human ?
2. Write a short note on human evolution theory ?
CHAPTER 2 - WRITING AND CITY LIFE
1. Mention the significance of urbanisation.
2. How did writing develop im mesopotamia ?
3. Discuss social and relegious conditions in mesopotamia. Discuss the great
legacy of mesopotamia to the world ?
CHAPTER 3 - ROMAN EMPIRE
1. Name and explain the ancient empire which was expanded across three
contienents ?
2. Describe the causes of decline of roman empire ? Discuss the contribution of
roman to the modern world.
CHAPTER 4 - THE CENTRAL ISLAMIC LANDS
1.Mention the principles of prophet mohammad.
2. Write short note on crusades.
3. Write about the main contribution of islamic world.
CHAPTER 5 - NOMADIC EMPIRE
1. Write about nomadic society. Explain the military system of genghis khan ?
CHAPTER 6 - THREE ORDERS
1. Write a short note on feudalism and its impact on europe ? Write about the

crises of 14th century .
CHAPTER 7 CHANGING CULTURES AND TRADITIONS
1. Describe the changes with christanity during this period.
2. Write about the corpinican revoltion.
3. Why did the renainssance begin in italy?
4.What were the contribution of arab towards science and philosphy?
CHAPTER 8 - CONFRONTATION OF CULTURES
1. Who was cortes? How did the coloniasation of brazil ?
2. How did the discovery of south america lead the development of colonialism?
3.What were the factor for spain and portugal

being the 1st in the 15th CE to

venture across the atlantic?
4. Short note on inca , aztecs and mayas in 150 words.
CHAPTER 9 - INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
1. How was child labour prevelent in the new industries and factories ?
2. What steps were taken to improve the condition of the factory workers ?
3. How the term industrial revolution has been challenged ? Explain
4. How would you explain the various consequences 0f industrial revolution ?
5. Explain the relative significance of railways and canals.
6. Describe the role of darboy family in the field of iron smelting ?
MAP WORK
Each chapters 1 to 9

CLASS XI
ECONOMICS
I

Make a project
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

II

on any one of the following topics

A report on demographic structure of your neighborhood.
Changing consumer awareness amongst households.
Dissemination of price information for growers and its impact on consumer.
Study of a cooperative institution : milk cooperative, marketing cooperative.
Case study on public partnership, outsourcing and outward foreign direct investment
Global warming
Designing eco-friendly projects applicable in school such as paper and water recycle.

Practice of numerical on correlation and measures of dispersion.

